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Abstract
Three dyon solutions to the SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs system are presented.
These solutions are obtained from the BPS dyon solutions by allowing the
gauge fields to be complex or by letting the free parameter of the BPS so-
lution become imaginary. In all cases however the physically measurable
quantities connected with these new solutions are entirely real. Although the
new solutions are mathematically simple variations of the BPS solution, they
have one or more physically distinct characteristics.
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I. THE DYON SOLUTIONS
The system studied in this paper is an SU(2) gauge theory coupled to a scalar field in
the triplet representation. The scalar field is taken to have no mass or self interaction. The
Lagrangian for this system is
L = −
1
4
GaµνG
µν
a +
1
2
(Dµφa)(D
µφa) (1)
where Gaµν is the field tensor of the SU(2) gauge fields (W
a
µ ) andDµ is the covariant derivative
of the scalar field. The equations of motion for this system are simplified through the use
of a generalized Wu-Yang ansatz [1] which was used by Witten [2] to study multi-instanton
solutions
W ai = ǫaij
rj
gr2
[1−K(r)] +
(
rira
r2
− δia
)
G(r)
gr
W a
0
=
ra
gr2
J(r)
φa =
ra
gr2
H(r) (2)
whereK(r), G(r), J(r), andH(r) are the ansatz functions to be determined by the equations
of motion. In terms of this ansatz the field equations from the Lagrangian in Eq. (1) reduce
to the following set of coupled, non-linear equations.
r2K ′′ = K(K2 +G2 +H2 − J2 − 1)
r2G′′ = G(K2 +G2 +H2 − J2 − 1)
r2J ′′ = 2J(K2 +G2)
r2H ′′ = 2H(K2 +G2) (3)
where the primes denote differentiation with respect to r. The solution to these equations
discovered by Prasad and Sommerfield [3] and independently by Bogomolnyi [4] is
K(r) = cos(θ)Cr csch(Cr)
G(r) = sin(θ)Cr csch(Cr)
2
J(r) = sinh(γ)[1 − Cr coth(Cr)]
H(r) = cosh(γ)[1− Cr coth(Cr)] (4)
where C, θ and γ are arbitrary constants. One of the nice properties of this solution is that
the energy in its fields is finite (as compared to the field energy of a classical point charged
particle, which has a divergent energy from the singularity at the origin). In terms of the
ansatz functions one can use standard Lagrangian techniques to obtain the energy density
of the fields
T 00 =
1
g2
(
K ′
2
+G′
2
+
(K2 +G2 − 1)2
2r2
+
J2(K2 +G2)
r2
+
(rJ ′ − J)2
2r2
+
H2(K2 +G2)
r2
+
(rH ′ −H)2
2r2
)
(5)
For the solution in Eq. (4) this gives
T 00 =
2cosh2(γ)
g2

C2csch2(Cr)(1− Cr coth(Cr))2 +
(
C2r2csch2(Cr)− 1
)
2
2r2

 (6)
This energy density can be integrated over all space to yield the total field energy of the
BPS solution
E =
∫
T 00d3x =
4πC
g2
cosh2(γ) (7)
To investigate the electromagnetic properties of this solution ’t Hooft defined a generalized,
gauge invariant, electromagnetic field strength tensor [5]
Fµν = ∂µ(φˆ
aW aν )− ∂ν(φˆ
aW aµ )−
1
g
ǫabcφˆa(∂µφˆ
b)(∂ν φˆ
c) (8)
where φˆa = φa(φbφb)−1/2. This generalized U(1) field strength tensor reduces to the usual ex-
pression for the field strength tensor if one performs a gauge transformation to the “Abelian”
gauge where the scalar field only points in one direction in isospin space (i.e. φa = δ3av) [6].
Thus the electric and magnetic fields of the BPS solution become
Ei = Fi0 =
ri
gr
d
dr
(
J(r)
r
)
=
sinh(γ)ri
gr3
(C2r2csch2(Cr)− 1)
Bi =
1
2
ǫijkFjk = −
ri
gr3
(9)
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The magnetic field is that due to a point monopole of strength −4π/g located at the origin.
The electric field is that due to some extended charge configuration of total charge Q =
−4πsinh(γ)/g. The charge density which gives rise to the electric field can be caluclated
using
ρ(r) = ∇ · E =
1
r2
∂
∂r
(r2Er)
=
2C2sinh(γ)csch2(Cr)
gr
(1− Cr coth(Cr)) (10)
Since the BPS solution has finite field energy, this has led to its interpretation as a mag-
netically and electrically charged particle, whose mass is given by Eq. (7). The ansatz
functions K(r), G(r), J(r), and H(r) (and therefore the gauge and scalar fields) are real. If
complex gauge fields and/or infinite energy configurations are allowed there are several more
solutions which can be found for Eq. (3). First by looking at the complementary hyperbolic
functions one finds the following complex solution
K(r) = icos(θ)Cr sech(Cr)
G(r) = isin(θ)Cr sech(Cr)
J(r) = sinh(γ)[1 − Cr tanh(Cr)]
H(r) = cosh(γ)[1− Cr tanh(Cr)] (11)
Since the ansatz functions K(r) and G(r) are now imaginary, the space components of the
gauge fields will be complex. Despite this one finds that all the above listed quantities
(i.e the field energy density, the electric field, the magnetic field, and the charge density)
associated with this complex solution are completely real. Although this solution was found
by making some simple changes we will see that it has some physical features which are
distinct from the BPS solution (e.g. the electric charge density and the energy density).
Inserting the ansatz functions of Eq. (11) into Eq. (5) we find that the field energy density
is
T 00 =
2cosh2(γ)
g2
[
−C2sech2(Cr)
(
1− Cr tanh(Cr)
)
2
+
(C2r2sech2(Cr) + 1)2
2r2
]
(12)
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The energy density is real even though the space components of the gauge fields are complex.
However the total energy in this field configuration is infinite due to the singularity in the
energy density at r = 0. Thus the above solution is more like a Wu-Yang monopole [1]
or a charged point particle, as opposed to a BPS dyon which has non-singular fields and
finite energy. Using Eq. (9) we find that the electric and magnetic fields associated with
the solution in Eq. (11) are
Ei =
−sinh(γ)ri
gr3
(C2r2sech2(Cr) + 1)
Bi = −
ri
gr3
(13)
The complex solution has the same −4π/g magnetic charge as the BPS solution. The electric
field is that of some finite distribution of electric charge of total charge −4πsinhγ/g. This
is the same as the total electric charge carried by the BPS solution. By using Eq. (10) we
find that the electric charge density for the complex solution is given by
ρ(r) =
−2C2sinh(γ)sech2(Cr)
gr
(
1− Cr tanh(Cr)
)
(14)
This charge density is real, has a singularity at the origin, and falls off exponetially for
large r. Even though the space components of the gauge fields are complex all the physical
quantities calculated from it are real. The main difference between this solution and the
BPS solution is the infinite field energy of the complex solution.
To obtain the next solution we apply the transformation, C → iC to the BPS solution
of Eq. (4). This changes the hyperbolic functions into their trigonometric counterparts, and
yields the following solution to Eq. (3)
K(r) = cos(θ)Cr csc(Cr)
G(r) = sin(θ)Cr csc(Cr)
J(r) = sinh(γ)[1− Cr cot(Cr)]
H(r) = cosh(γ)[1− Cr cot(Cr)] (15)
This solution is completely real as opposed to the hyperbolic solution in Eq. (11). Even
though this solution was obtained from the original BPS solution via a trivial transformation,
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it has very different physical properties. Most obviously the ansatz functions, and therefore
the gauge and scalar fields, become singular when Cr = nπ where n = 1, 2, 3, 4... . Thus
this solution exhibits a series of concentric spherical surfaces on which its fields become
singular. These singularities also show up in the energy density of this solution. Inserting
the ansatz functions of Eq. (15) in Eq. (5) we find that the energy density of this solution
is
T 00 =
2cosh2(γ)
g2

C2csc2(Cr)(1− Cr cot(Cr))2 +
(
C2r2csc2(Cr)− 1
)
2
2r2

 (16)
The energy density becomes singular on the same spherical surfaces as the gauge and scalar
fields. These spherical shells on which the energy density becomes infinite cause the total
field energy of this solution (E =
∫
T 00d3x) to diverge. The electric and magnetic fields of
this solution are obtained using Eq.(9)
Ei =
−sinh(γ)ri
gr3
(C2r2csc2(Cr)− 1)
Bi = −
ri
gr3
(17)
The magnetic field is exactly the same as that of the BPS solution or the solution of Eq.
(11). The electric field is very unusual for this solution. First, because of the C2r2csc2(Cr)
term, the electric field does not fall off for large r, but has a periodic behaviour. Second,
the electric field becomes singular on the spherical shells given by Cr = nπ. One could take
the electric charge of this solution as located on these singular surfaces. Finally, the electric
charge of this solution is infinite, as is indicated by the electric field or by directly looking
at the charge density
ρ(r) =
2C2sinh(γ)csc2(Cr)
gr
(
1− Cr cot(Cr)
)
(18)
The infinite electric charge of this solution is its worst feature. However, for the special
case of this solution where γ = 0 , one finds that the solution carries no electric charge,
but only a magnetic charge. Even in this case the energy density still becomes singular
on the concentric spherical surfaces. Though this solution was obtained from the original
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BPS solution by a trivial transformation, its physical characteristics are different. Both the
BPS solution and the solution from Eq. (11) had finite magnetic and electric charges for
any finite value of γ. Thus both solutions could be viewed as dyonic particles (The BPS
solution had the additional nice feature that its total field energy was finite.). The solution
given in Eq. (15), while having the same magnetic charge as the other two solutions, has an
infinite electric charge in the general case when γ 6= 0. Although this solution is a dyon in
the sense that it carries both magnetic and electric charge it is probably not correct to view
it as a particle-like solution. At this point it is unclear how one should view this solution.
The spherical singular surfaces of this solution are similiar to that of the Schwarzschild-like
solution presented in Ref. [7]. However, the solution in Ref. [7] only possessed one spherical
surface on which the fields and energy density diverged, and it carried no net electric charge.
When the solution of Ref. [7] was treated as a background field in which a test particle was
placed it was found that the spherical singularity acted as an impenetrable barrier which
would trap the test particle either in the interior or the exterior of the sphere [8]. Similiar
results have been found for other singular solutions [9] [10]. Treating the present solution as
a background field would trap the test particle between any two of the concentric spherical
singularities.
Finally one can obtain a third solution to Eq. (3) by applying the transformation C → iC
to the complex solution in Eq. (11). This yields
K(r) = −cos(θ)Cr sec(Cr)
G(r) = −sin(θ)Cr sec(Cr)
J(r) = sinh(γ)[1 + Cr tan(Cr)]
H(r) = cosh(γ)[1 + Cr tan(Cr)] (19)
This solution is basically the same as the one obtained by taking C → iC for the BPS
solution. Most of the comments concerning the solution in Eq. (15) apply here as well. The
singularities in the fields and energy density are now located at r = 0 and on the spherical
surfaces Cr = nπ/2 where n = 1, 3, 5, 7.... The solution also has infinite total field energy,
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and infinite electric charge, unless γ = 0. As with all the other solutions it possesses a
magnetic charge of −4π/g.
Many of the physical characteristics of the solutions were substanstially different in each
case. However the magnetic field and magnetic charge of all the solutions were the same.
This comes about since the magnetic charge of each solution is a topological charge which
carries the same value for each field configuraion. To investigate this we look at the topo-
logical current, kµ, of Ref. [6]
kµ =
1
8π
ǫµναβǫabc∂
ν φˆa∂αφˆb∂βφˆc (20)
The topological charge of this field configuration is then
q =
∫
k0d
3x =
1
8π
∫
(ǫijkǫabc∂
iφˆa∂j φˆb∂kφˆc)d3x
=
1
8π
∫
ǫijkǫabc∂
i(φˆa∂j φˆb∂kφˆc)d3x (21)
For all the solutions one finds that φˆa = ra/r which is the same regardless of the ansatz
function H(r). In all cases we find that the topological charge is q = 1. Since the magnetic
charge is identified with this topological charge via ’t Hooft’s generalized electromagnetic
tensor, the magnetic charge of each solution is the same.
II. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented three new, exact solutions for the SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs
system, where the scalar field has vanishing mass and self coupling. All three solutions were
connected to the well known BPS solution either by allowing the gauge fields to be complex
or by allowing the free parameter in the BPS solution to be imaginary. In the first solution
given in Eq. (11) we replaced the hyperbolic functions of the BPS solution with their
complements and let the ansatz functions, K(r) and G(r), be imaginary, thus making the
space components of the gauge fields complex. Despite having complex gauge fields, this
solution gave real results for all the physical quantities calculated from it (i.e. the field
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energy density, the electric and magentic fields, and the topological index of the solution
were all real). The magnetic and electric fields of this solution indicated that it was a dyon
carrying a magnetic charge of −4π/g and and electric charge of −4πsinh(γ)/g, with the
magnetic charge being concentrated at the origin while the electric charge was spread out in
an exponentially decaying distribution around the origin. The only drawback of this solution
is that, unlike the BPS solution, it has a divergent field energy due to the singularity in the
field energy density at the origin. Thus, although this solution looks mathematically similiar
to the BPS solution, physically it may be more correct to think of it as a dyonic version of
the Wu-Yang monopole, which also has divergent field energy due to a singularity at r = 0.
The two other new solutions presented here, were derived from the BPS solution and the
complementary solution of Eq. (11) by allowing the free parameter C of these solutions to
become imaginary (i.e. C → iC). This resulted in solutions with completely real gauge and
scalar fields, and with the hyperbolic functions replaced by their trigonometric counterparts.
In both cases the solutions carried the same magnetic charge as the previous hyperbolic
solutions. Now however the gauge and scalar fields developed singularities on an infinite
series of concentric spherical shells (the solution in Eq. (19) also had a singularity at r = 0).
In addition, unless γ = 0, both solutions carry an infinite electric charge, which can be
thought of as concentrated on the spherical shells. Thus, although in the general case
these solutions do carry both magnetic and electric charge, it is difficult to see how they
could be viewed as particle-like, and the name dyon is probably inappropriate (even in
the case of the complex solution of Eq. (11), which had infinite field energy, the fact
that it had localized charges, and a localized divergent energy density makes a particle-like
intrepretation reasonable). The spherically, singular surfaces of the trigonometric solutions
are somewhat similiar to the spherically singular surface of the Schwarzschild-like solution of
Ref. [7]. The Schwarzschild-like solution, however, had only one spherically singular surface
rather than an infinite series of concentric surfaces, and it carried no electric charge rather
than the infinite electric charge carried by the trigonometric solutions in the general γ 6= 0
case. At present it is not clear what intrepretation can be given to these trigonometric
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solutions or what physcial role if any they may play. One could argue that the singularities
in the trigonometric solutions and to a lesser extent the singularity in the solution of Eq.
(11) might indicate that they are not physically interesting. However this is not necessarily
the case as can be seen by the example of the meron solution [11] which is singular, and
yet is thought to play a role in some non-Abelian gauge theories [12]. One might consider
using the trigonometric solutions to solve the field equations in some finite region around
the origin, and patching them together with one of the other solutions (either the BPS
solution or the Schwarzschild-like solution) which are better behaved as r →∞. This would
put some conditions on the fields and their derivatives at the point where the solutions are
joined, thus possibly fixing some of the arbitrary constants (e.g. C) of the solutions. In one
sense the trigonometric solutions, despite their singularities, are interesting solutions since
they have entirely different physical characteristics from any previously given solutions to
the SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs system.
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